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ABSTRACT          Response to Julie Avril Minich, “Enabling Whom? Critical Disability Studies Now,”
published in Lateral 5.1. Kim elaborates upon a crip-of-color critique, which has possibilities to both
criticize structures that inherently devalue humans and to take action to work toward justice. Kim’s
�nal call is to identify and act against the inequalities and harm of academic labor, urging readers to
take seriously a “politics of refusal” that might help academics of color survive through alternative
collectivities.

In her essay “A Burst of Light: Living with Cancer,” writer-activist Audre Lorde positions

disability and illness within ongoing struggles for racial justice: “Racism. Cancer. In both

cases, to win the aggressor must conquer, but the resisters need only survive. How do I

de�ne that survival and on whose terms?”  I begin with this quote because for me, it

exempli�es the kind of critical analytic that Julie Avril Minich imagines as a future horizon

for disability studies. Minich’s “Enabling Whom?” theorizes a disability methodology not

attuned to the same questions of representation and legibility—what can currently be

recognized as disability—but rather to the systemic de-valuation (and oftentimes,

subsequent disablement) of non-normative bodies and minds. Akin to Kandice Chuh’s

formulation of “subjectless critique,”  Minich’s conceptual move orients the �eld to its

“mode of analysis rather than its objects of study,” shifting disability from noun—an

identity one can occupy—to verb: a critical methodology.

In this response piece, I want to draw out some of the possibilities for coalition between

women-of-color / queer-of-color feminist and disability theorizing, an alliance I and

others have termed a crip-of-color critique.  I view Lorde’s essay as an ideal point of entry

for this enterprise. Presaging Minich’s methodology, “A Burst of Light” brings into relief

the intimate entanglements of race and disability unrecognizable under many of disability

studies’ dominant rubrics. Lorde, as Minich puts it, invites scrutiny of the “social

conditions that concentrate stigmatized attributes in particular populations,” or in this

context, the disproportionate production of cancer within racialized and economically

distressed communities.  For Lorde, cancer is not an individual property limited to and

contained by her body’s boundaries, but an extension of the state-sanctioned and

extralegal systems that seek to delimit, contain, and exploit black life. This, to me, is a

critical disability methodology: a mode of analysis that urges us to hold racism, illness, and

disability together, to see them as antagonists in a shared struggle, and to generate a

poetics of survival from that nexus.

Disability as methodology, too, prompts us to track the resonances across anti-racist, anti-

capitalist, feminist, queer, and disability politics. Indeed, Minich calls for “a more capacious

recognition of the activist movements to which disability scholars should be
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accountable.”  A critical disability methodology would thus radiate our scholarship

outward from the single-issue terrain of disability identity, an expansion already occurring

in the arenas of Disability Justice and crip theory,  and toward what women of color

feminists have called “coalition through difference.”  In this way, “Enabling Whom?”

parallels Cathy Cohen’s intervention in the groundbreaking “Punks, Bulldaggers, and

Welfare Queens,” which envisioned a queer politics where “one’s relation to [dominant]

power, and not some homogenized identity, is privileged in determining one’s political

comrades.”  Just as Cohen complicated our understandings of “both heteronormativity

and queerness” in the interest of “radical coalition work,” emphasizing an intersectional

analysis attuned to the disciplinary operations of heteronormative power,  so too does

Minich disrupt our given understandings of disability—which have largely centered

whiteness—in order to build more robust relationships with and across identity

categories.  But what would these connections and coalitions look like, and what would

they entail? What new modes of disability analysis and organizing could emerge from

these intersections?

To respond, I want to brie�y expand upon crip-of-color critique as critical methodology,

which draws primarily from the insights offered by Disability Justice activism and women-

of-color feminist thought. Intervening into ethnic American scholarship that envisions

liberation primarily in terms of self-ownership and bodily wholeness, a crip-of-color

critique instead asks what liberation might look like when able-bodiedness is no longer

centered.  Rather than reading for evidence of self-ownership or resistance, then, it

reads for relations of social, material, and prosthetic support—that is, the various means

through which lives are enriched, enabled, and made possible. In so doing, it honors

vulnerability, disability, and inter/dependency, instead of viewing such conditions as

evidence of political failure or weakness. A crip-of-color critique thus recognizes and

centers the vast networks of support that enable contemporary life; as Rosemarie

Garland-Thomson once observed, “Our bodies need care; we all need assistance to live.”

It highlights modes of af�rming, organizing, and supporting racialized life in which self-

suf�ciency no longer registers as an ideal.

Following Jasbir Puar, a crip-of-color critique thus asks us to conceptualize disability “in

terms of precarious populations,”  which prompts disability scholars to engage more

extensively with questions of state-sanctioned violence.  Such an engagement would,

again, shift our understanding of disability from noun—a minority identity to be claimed—

to verb: the state-sanctioned disablement of racialized and impoverished communities via

resource deprivation.  Indeed, a crip-of-color critique urges us to consider the ways in

which the state, rather than protecting disabled people, in fact operates as an apparatus

of racialized disablement, whether through criminalization and police brutality, or

compromised public educational systems and welfare reform. Further, as a critical

methodology, it would ask us to consider the ableist reasoning and language underpinning

the racialized distribution of violence. In other words, this mode of critique underscores

the pathologizing language of the state itself, levied through accusations of insanity,

criminality, stupidity, or dependency, which justify the expendability of racialized life. A

crip-of-color critique thus aligns itself with the analysis of state violence central to the

works of Cohen and other women-of-color / queer-of-color feminists, which—in

distinction from nationalist, identitarian, or rights-based movements—refuse to frame the

nation-state as a haven of protection. Such ideologies prompt us to move away from

reform-oriented strategies that prioritize the attainment of legal rights, and toward more

disruptive modes of organizing life altogether—radical imaginaries modeled, for instance,

in the writings of disabled poet-activists Audre Lorde and Gloria Anzaldúa.  In this way, a

crip-of-color critique continues the speculative project of world-making practiced by

Anzaldúa, which yielded the imaginary—and pointedly crip—geography of El Mundo
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Zurdo (the left-handed world): “the colored, the queer, the poor, the female, the physically

challenged” were the primary inhabitants of this insurgent space.  Through the forging

of El Mundo Zurdo, Anzaldúa enacts the poetics of survival I refer to above.  According

to self-described black queer troublemaker Alexis Pauline Gumbs, such a poetics refers to

the practice of using language and culture to intervene into narratives of expendability,

and to instead inscribe an existence for racialized, impoverished, and disabled populations

that refuses the violence of the present. Against the deadly imperatives of capitalism and

the state, El Mundo Zurdo nourishes those people “on the bottom” who, “hand in hand,

brew and forge a revolution.”

Of course, I could not complete this response without addressing Minich’s call for

disability as a teaching, as well as a research, methodology. What might it mean for

universities to meaningfully incorporate disability into teaching and mentoring spaces,

not just in terms of their content, but as fundamental to the ways in which they circulate,

produce, and legitimate knowledge? Minich stresses the need for classroom accessibility

beyond the constraints of diagnostic models, and I’ll additionally note the intensi�ed

levels of scholarly productivity that mark us as �t or un�t for academic citizenship, as well

as the systemic exhaustion of women of color (WoC) intellectuals, who typically assume

greater service/mentoring duties while receiving less mentorship and support. In her

essay “The Shape of My Impact,” Alexis Pauline Gumbs describes how Audre Lorde and

June Jordan were respectively denied a reduced teaching load and medical leave from

their institutions (Hunter College and UC Berkeley, respectively), despite their

documented battles with breast cancer.  This, too, is disability history: the overworked

bodies of Lorde and Jordan in their institutional homes, subject to the twinned forces of

cancer and institutional racism. And in the interest of our not repeating this history, I

suggest that a critical disability methodology also necessitates a turn to what some have

called “slow professoring”: resistance to the relentless output and labor often held up as a

measure of our professional value, and relatedly, resistance to the overworking of WoC

intellectuals as a result.  This is, in a broader sense, a refusal to equate productivity and

work with one’s life worth.  Lorde and Jordan’s stories also necessitate, as Gumbs

suggests, a refusal to view the university as the only the legitimate site of knowledge

production—WoC feminist and disabled intellectuals have long written and theorized

outside the boundaries of institutional approval, and their words have survived

nonetheless. Indeed, to take seriously disability as methodology is to take seriously this

politics of refusal, to recognize disablement and racism as inextricably entangled, and to

enact intellectual practices—like resistance to hyper-productivity—that honor disabled

embodiment and history. It is to insist on survival in intellectual spaces for those, as Lorde

famously put it, “were never meant to survive.”
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